Diamond Floor Plate:
FLM CC5 001 1982-2006 Club Car DS Models
FLM CC3 002 2004-2007 Precedent Models
FLM EZ2 003 1994.5-Present Med/TXT Models
FLM YA3 004 G14/G16/G19/G22 Yamaha Models

Instructions:

⚠️ Warning the plates have sharp edges and can cut or cause harm when handling! Always wear the appropriate eye protection while performing the installation.

The manufacturer of this product recommends using the supplied rivets for the installation. You will need a rivet gun, drill, and a 3/16” drill bit.

Lay the plates in place on the cart and evenly mark the location you wish to drill your holes. Make sure the area you are drilling will not interfere with any wiring, bolts or moving parts under the floor board. You do not have to use all the rivets in this kit. It is your choice as to how decorative you wish to be. Pull the existing rubber floor mat up from the floor when marking the hole locations for drilling. Once you have laid the pattern return the floor mat to its original position and place the new floor plates on top of the floor mat.

In the above picture (EZ-GO) notice the red dots represent recommended placement of the rivets. The green dots represent areas you do not want to drill. For your Club Car or Yamaha lay out a similar pattern to aid in the correct spot for drilling.